
Transform your interior walls, ceilings and more.

Bring the laid-back style of vintage shiplap interiors to 
your space, without the high cost and environmental 
hazards of using reclaimed wood.

This rough-hewn, prefinished planking with characteristic 
1/8-inch nickel-gap between boards faithfully recreates 
the look and feel of authentic shiplap. Extremely 
versatile, our ShipLap Collection creates a fresh, textural 
backdrop that’s equally at home in modern, industrial, 
rustic or traditional spaces. 

 

ShipLap Collection
The clean, casual style of vintage shiplap.



Beautiful environments.
Bring fresh style to your home with the versatile appeal of our ShipLap Collection. 
It’s a sure-fire way to infuse the perfect blend of sophisticated, yet relaxed style 
into any space. A great choice for kitchens, dining rooms, bedrooms and other 
rooms, ShipLap brings subtle beauty to walls, ceilings, wainscoting, accent walls, 
fireplace surrounds, backsplashes and more.  

Thoughtfully crafted.
Expertly milled and finished, ShipLap planks are crafted from hand-selected solid 
pine, designed to install three times faster and at half the cost of salvaged wood 
thanks to uniform sizing and trusted 1/8-inch self-spacing, nickel-gap construction. 
All planks are prefinished to eliminate the time, cost and mess of staining on the 
job. All finishes are eco-friendly with low to no maintenance.

ShipLap Collection
The clean, casual style of vintage shiplap.

Visit our website to find a dealer near you.

www.greatamericanspaces.com

STYLE SHIPLAP

PLANK SIZE* 1 in x 6 in

PLANK LENGTH 12 ft

TYPE Solid pine shiplap

EDGE PROFILE
Shiplap (with 1/8-inch 
self-spacing nickel-gap)

COVERAGE 4.94 sq ft per board

MATCHING TRIM 1 in x 4 in x 8 ft

PALETTES/COLORS

• Charcoal 
• Cloud
• Gray Sky
• Sand Dune
• Woodland Brown

Not intended for use on floors, exposed outdoor 
surfaces or in areas with high humidity or contact with 
water. IMPORTANT: Always check and comply with all 
applicable building and fire codes. Mock-ups depicted 
are for illustration purposes only. Clearances required 
for installations adjacent to household gas cooking 
appliances may vary depending upon appliance type, heat 
output and jurisdiction.

©2017 Great American Spaces. Made in the U.S.A.
A product of Great American Spaces, an employee-owned 
manufacturer and distributor of building materials. The 
beauty of our planks is created by its infinite variation in 
character and color. Please use our samples and literature 
as a general guide, as every piece is unique.

How much do you need? 

(square footage to cover + 10% for waste/trim) 
÷ coverage per board 

= number of boards needed
 

CHARCOAL

CLOUD

SAND DUNE

GRAY SKY

WOODLAND BROWN

Sand Dune Gray Sky

*All dimensions are nominal.
Literature Number 052018


